
 SHANKAHOLICS 
John Lewis 

KIFE 29-1 
No, No, ... They are not the Activist/Congressman and celebrity hockey player, they're just 
like you and me.  The Shanks brought a respectable game last '19 Spring finishing 3rd in KiFe.  
May slip to mid-bottom of KiFe if 50/50 ticket not found. Mike Ricci 

 CBD THE NORTH 
Mark Pothia 

KIFE 35-1 
These best friends have made a pact for the weekend,  'You smoke the weed and I'll mark 
the scores'.  Wait a minute, the field will be notified to keep an eye on these ones.  Bottom 
KiFe finish.  DQ if mole is inserted. Joey Warren 

 ZERO FOX 
Jeff Manny 

KIFE 0-0 
Due to the overwhelmingly talented field, Zero may find themselves with a zero rating in 
KiFe.  The presidents just don't know how they will react with too many obstacles in the 
way.  Bottom KiFe or a DNF on their scorecard Sunday. Kurt Wetzel 

 CANNAGOLF 
Bob Balkissoon 

SHIT 
SHOW 

2-1 
BBBbBBB and Jesus change partners like underwear.  I have the feeling Brian will carry Bob 
to bed and Bob will carry Brian across the finish line on Sunday.  The 2 party animals may be 
battling for the Shit Show hardware. Brian Clark 

HENWAY 
Dan Krisko Sr 

SHIT 
SHOW 

4-1 
The Seniors are hoping to finish strong in Shit Show.  But I don't think the Dion knows what 
he's in for sleeping with the Motel Room Legend…. Ohhh the stories, smh.  Somewhere in 
Shit Show finish.   Dion Krisko Sr 

 TNT 
Shane Tracey 

SHIT 
SHOW 

10-1 
Although they still own the Shit Show hardware from '19 Spring, these 2 had a horrendous 
finish in the Fall.  Qualified for the MoFo Cup but just got worser, more pathetic each round.  
TOP 5 Shit Show. Kevin Tighe 

 EXHIBIT 
Scott Chard 

SHIT 
SHOW 

24-1 
Well, well, well…. If it isn't Exhibit A and soon to be Exhibit B.  Unless these guys have 
practiced every day for the last 4 years they'll have a tuff time making boggies.  We may see 
the most 'others' on the card this weekend.  Shit Show finish. Jason Chard 

MLB 

Braeden Latreille 
SHIT 

SHOW 
35-1 

#Millennials, who are they and what do they want?    I hope they know millennial CPR as the 
field gets older… '1, Uh-whatever, 2 Uh-whatever…. Uh-I'll let my parents take care of it'.   
The lads will be able to hit the long ball, but will have to learn how to play the game.  Shit 
Show somewhere. Evan Bryan 

 WHITBY 
WACKERS 

Corey Bennett 
SHIT 

SHOW 
40-1 

According to Roga, the Whitby Wackers don't bring much to the table in terms of golf, 
'They'd be lucky NOT to finish last'.  I don't really like given horrible odds to newcomers but 
40-1 may be on mark.  I'll put them in Shit Show but there but there may be room in KiFe. Todd Mattar 

 


